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MAY II, I907. 

REt'ENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 
I 

sand or soft earth one at a time and each suc-
Pert aining to Apparel. ceeding one upon being driven becomes locked 

GARMENT.-A. BlTIRMAN, New Y ork, N. Y. to the last one inserted. 
'l'he object of the invention, which is an im- BALE-TIE.-A. K. KLINGENDER and DEW. M. 
proved garment having a special reference to COlNEJR, Statesville, N. C. The invention is 
dresses and shirt-waists for children or other especially designed for use in securing small 
like garments, is to so construct the dress or packages of papers, such as a series of checks, 
waist that it may be readily and conveniently together. It is also applicable as an improved 
Slipped on and off, especially avoiding the use tie binder for cotton and other heavy materials 
of buttons or the like attaching devices for in bales, the buckle being made of sufficient 
holding the garment on the body. weight to supply the necessary strength for 

Electrical Devices. 

COMBINED LIGHTNING - ARRESTER, 
B'USE-BOX AND INSULATOR.-R. R. BURRIN 
and T. F. GAEJBLEJR, Rockville, Ind. This inven
tion relates to electric construction, and its ob
ject is to provide a convenient device which 
will constitute a fuse-box, a lightning arrester 
and an insulator. By enclosing the fuses and 
the arrester within a porcelain box, there is no 
danger from fire in case the fuses burn out or 
a lightning bolt passes through the device. 

PARTY-LINE TELEPHONE SYSTEM. - F. 
VOLLl\lI�R, Winsted, Minn. This improvement 
relates to telephone systems of the general type 
represented in that described in Mr. Vollmer'S 
former patent and used for selective Signaling 
between stations. Further, it relates to pro
viding such a system with an automatic time
controlled cut-out, whereby the system after 
use will return automatically to its normal 
condition within a predetermined length of 
time. 

KICK-BOARD.-W. II. NICOLAY, New York, 
N. Y. This board is designed to be applied to 
a base board adjacent to the floor, and the 
object of the inventor is to provide means 
adapted to inclose and protect insulating tubes 
which extend through the floor boards for the 
purpose of receiving electric wires passing 
through the floor, thereby protecting the wood
work from the wires. 

SPARK-ARRESTER. - C. S. CHALFANT, El 
Paso, Texas. The design in this case is to 
provide a device which will enforce the eco
nomical consumption of fuel, eliminate danger 
and discomfort caused by escaping sparks and 
cinders, and increase the effiCiency of the loco
motive by dispenSing with the usual obstruct
ing screens, nettings, etc., detrimental to good 
steaming qualities. 'l'he invention provides an 
arrester which will not choke the draught in 
the smoke box and thereby cause the blowing 
of smoke and fire out through the fire-box door 
in to the cab. 

ELECTRIC SIGNAL.-E. LIONA IS and W. 
'l'. SU1'TON, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. In this 
patent the invention has reference to electric 
Signals, and more particularly to a system for 
ringing one or more electric bells from a dis
tance. it further relates to a system in which 
a relay is employed for controlling a bell and 
in which a single battery is used for energizing 
the relay and for operating the bell. 

KEYBOARD TELEGRAPH-TRANSMITTER. 
-G, M. GODDARD, Rutland, Vt. The invention 
consists in the construction and arrangement 
of the train of mechanism which by the opera
tion of the keys causes the proper opening and 
closing of the circuit to produce dots and 
dashes representing the' particular key struck. 
The meehanism may be applied to a type
writec, whereby at the same time a Morse sig
nal·message may be sent and a duplicate of 
it iil tYre-printed letters may be made at one 
operation, means permitting the transmitter 
to be used without p rinting on the typewriter 
('" the latter used without the transmitter, or 
looth used together. 

Of Interest to Farlners. 

COTTON CHOPI'IDR AND CULTIV ATOR.-
.1. B. FARRAR, Wilmington, N. C. �rhe inven
tion is an improvement in the class of coUon
choppers in which a disk, or wheel, provided 
with knives is rotated for cutting out and thus 
spacing the planted cotton. The inventor has 
devised impl"OVPUlPfi ts in the chopper proper 
and in attachments [01' iJl'paking 01' pulverizing 
the earth about the roots of the plants. 

such service. 
FENCE OR DIKEJ.-J. W. HUMPHREY, St. 

Johns, Ore. This invention has reference to 
fences and dikes, and the object in view is to 
construct a fence or dike in a Simple manner, 
so that it may be readily erected, and to ar
range the parts so as to allow for contractions 
and expansions due to temperature changes and 
other causes. 

APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING SUGAR
CORN.-L. S. FI,ECKENSTEIN, Easton, Md. In 
the present patent the invention is an appa
ratus deSigned and adapted for proceSSing 
canned sugar-corn, or like products, by a con
tinuous method whereby the result is effected 
much more quickly and economically than by 
the apparatus and methods ordinarily em
ployed. By the USe of this apparatus, sugar
corn and like products may be processed with
out the aid of hand labor. 

EGG-LIFTER.-C. F. SWANSON, Eagle Bend, 
Minn. The invention pertains to improvements 
in devices for lifting eggs from a crate for the 
purpose of transferring the eggs to a tester, 
and r9turning the same to the crate after test
ing, the object being to provide a device by 
means of which all of the eggs in a layer ·in 
the crate may be Simultaneously picked up. 

CHAIN-LINK SHACKLEJ.-G. A. H. DRES
LER, 25 Karlstrasse, Kiel, Germany. The ob
ject in this invention is to so contruct the parts 
of the connecting shackle that the means for 
fastening the closing part to the link will be 
subjected to but little strain, speedy release 
and opening is possible, and shocks exerted 
upon the clOSing member from outside are kept 
from the stud ends of tlIe links. 

RECEPTACLE FOR POWDER.-F. H. AB
BO'f'r, Crystal Falls, Mich. The purpose of this 
invention is to provide an efficient and inex
pensive device which will securely retain the 
powder or like substance when not in use, and 
at the same time permit the contents to be 
readily dispensed therefrom in small quantities. 
It is espeCially useful in connection with cans 
for tooth powder. 

MOLD FOR CONCRETE POSTS.-J. P. 
DONOVAN, Georgetown, Ky. The object in this 
improvement is to provide a mold for making 
concrete posts, such as are more espeCially used 
in the construction of fences, the mold being 
arranged to permit the production of posts in 
an economical manner, the Pl)sts combining 
strength with lightness, and not likely to warp 
or crack. 

MOISTmNING AT1'ACHMENT FOR DEN
TAL ENGINES.-G. BARTLEJTT, Lenapah, Ind, 
Tel'. The invention relates to improvements in 
dental engines, and more particularly to means 
for moistening the disks, burrs, or drills while 
they a·,'e being used. By Slightly opening a 
valve, water is delivered to the tool and the 
ground material washed away from the tooth 
operated upon, and the tool may be prevented 
from becoming heated to an uncomfortable tem-
perature. 

V AGIN AL DOUCHlli.-E. J. LAMPORT, Cape 
Town, Cape Colony. This douche can be in
serted in the canal in a collapsed state and 
then inflated so as to straighten out and render 
the folds of the parts smooth, whereby the 
liquid introduced through the instrument and 
flowing under pressure between the inflated wall 
of the instrument and oPPosing wall of the 
organ will thoroughly wash and disinfect all 
of th� membranes. 

BOTTLE-STOPPER.-H. MORGAN, Cripple 
Creek, Col. This in ven tion has reference to a 
closure for beer-bottles, miner? I-water bottles, 
etc., and has for its object the p_'ovision of an 
inexpensive dedcc easy to apply to the bottle 
and easy to remove, but in which there is no 

Of General Interest. liability of its being aCCidentally displaced by 
COMBINED SET'I'Eg AND BEHTII.-G. S. internal pressure or rough handling. 

h"";IL\I":-I, Nyack, N. Y. This combination is TEMPORARY HOLDER FOR SAFETY
particularly adapted for use on yachts or other IL\ZOH BLADES.-D. A. MACBEJTH, New York, 
water craft, or, it may be used under other N. Y. One purpose of this invention is to so 
conditions, the object being to provide a device construct the device that the holder proper 
that will take up no more room than the usual will be practically in one piece, the only other 
settee or bed, the construction being such that factor employed being a clamp mounted upon 
the apparatus may be easily and quickly con- the jaw-section of the holder, and, further, to 
verted from one use to the other. so construct the section that the blade can be 

HECORIJ-C\LI<'ND.\H. - [i'. H. RICE, Oak· quickly and conveniently introduced between 
land, Cal. 'l'he purpose of the inventor is to the jaws in such manner that the blade will 
provide a calendar adapted to serve as a re- remain in set position while the clamp is be
mindel' of transactions to be attended to in the ing applied. 
future, and which takes the place of the cus- AD.JUSTING CLOCKS AND WATCHES TO 
to mary daily journal, the advantage being that CIlANGES IN TEMPERATURE.-S, KAHAN, 
in entering any subject requiring attention at New York, N. Y. The object in this instance 
a certain time of the month, one entry will is to provide means for varying the length of 
carry for all time, whereas in a daily journal the suspension-feather of a pendulum, or the 
twelve entries are required each year for hair-spring of a watch, or the oscillating mem
monthly matters. bel' of any other form of timepiece, so as to 

PILE STRUCTURE.-J. T. PYLE, Amarillo, offset the variation in length caused by changes 
'l'exas. The invention pertains to improve- in temperature. 
ments in structure formed of sheet piling �'ENCE-POST.-E. D. MINER, Rathdrum, 
driven into sand or soft earth and having the Idaho. Among the objects of this invertor is 
inclosed' materi.al removed, whereby the pile 

I 
the provisioll of a device both strong and dur

may be Illled With concrete to S('I've as a foun- able, on which fence-wires are to be strung 
dation for bridges, buildings, and the lik�. The and which can be easily and readily set in 
walls of the structure are made up of a large position and the wires assembled therewith or 
number of sections which are driven into the' disassembled, and the post dismounted when 

the fence is to be removed or shifted to a WASTE FOR BATH -TUBS, BASINS . AND 
different position. LIKE FIXTURES.-P. F. GUTHRIEJ �nd T. 

MAKING CONCRE'l'E WALLS.-F. M. ,TACK' HAYEJS, Nutley, N. J. The invention provides 
SON, Akron, N. Y. 'l'he inventor provides im- a waste or outlet for bath tubs, basins, etc., 
provements in making concrete walls for build-' arranged to insure a free outflow of the water 
ings, whereby the wall can be quickly and, from the tub, basin or like fixture, and with
cheaply constructed and when finished is pro- out danger of the outflowing water becoming 
vided with an airspace at the back, and the I air-bound, and prevents foul air rising in the 
front face of the wall has an orna [lJ(" waste and paSSing into the room k;t which the 
pearance, thus rendering the wall very desir- fixture is located, thus rendering 1>he fixture 
able for use in the construction of chimneys, completely sanitary. 
fireplaces, and the like, MOP-WRINGER.-J. L. POTTS, Ithaca, 

METHOD OF TREATING GLASS.-W. E. Mich. This improvement pertains to washing 
HEJAL, Coffeyville, Kan. In the present patent and scrubbing; and its object is the provision 
the improvement has reference to a system for of a new and improved mop-wringer arranged 
treating glass, Mr. Heal's more particular ob- to permit of Conveniently and quickly placing 
ject being to draw the glass into flat sheets the mop in pOSition between the mop-wringing 
suitable for commercial use, and to enable the I

' rolls to insure a proper wringing of the mop. 
sheets to be made cheaply, and yet to be STOVE OR FURNACE ATTACHMENT.-
comparatively free from imperfections_ L. D. MOHLER, McPherson, Kan. This inven-

CIRCULAR-DISTRIBUTER.-R_ G. FRASEJR, tor provides an unfailing draft from the grate 
Philadelphia, Pa. The principal objects here of a stove or furnace upward into and through 
are to provide for effectively preSSing circulars ' fuel, effectually preventing smothering of the 
and the like into such a pOSition that they i fire in the use of Slack, coal dust, or similar 
can be readily abstracted from the distributer fuel; also conducts air above the fuel to carry 
by the public without necessitating any compli- away surplus gas, and thus prevent an explo
c�ted maniPu�ation of the parts, and es�e-

I 
sion, and, further, operates to deflect air con

cmlly to prOVide means whereby only one Clr- ducted above the fuel across the top of ttie 
cular can be removed at a time. D'or this pur- I fire, with such clearance above the fuel as to 
pose a speCial form of envelope has been de- : employ the air for combustion of gas and 
Signed for containing the Circulars, which can smoke in the combustion chamber and hold the 
be used with the remainder of the device with I heat downward and so spread the products of 
advantage. combustion for the purpose of warming the 

V ALVEJ.-A. L. Dow, Lyons, Col. This in- floor. 
vention pertains to improvements in valves, I BED.-L. II. FLANDEJ RS, Memphis, Tenn. 
and especially in hydrant-valves, whereby the ' The mattress-frame being in position and each 
valve and valve-seat may be removed from the bevel-gear in mesh with respective bevel-gears, 
caSing without disconnecting the latter, should! rotation of a shaft will move all the slides up
it become necessary to repair or replace any ward, thus moving the frame in its entirety 
working parts. This is of particular value and with sections in alined position. To raise 
around hydrant-valves, which are usually so 10- the head-section to bring the patient into sit
cated that it is very difficult to get at the valve I ting position with legs extended, the gears 
to repair it. I actuating the slides connected with two frame 

COUNTER-STOOL.-W. G. WINANS, Spo-, sections are moved out of mesh by means of 
kane, Wash. The inventor seeks to avoid sOllie levers, when rotation of the shaft will move 
of the objections incident to stools in common, the head-section into angular position with 
use-such, for instance, which are perman- respect to other sections. 
ently fastened to the floor, where they cannot STEAM-COOKIDR.-C. S. EpPLEY and M. EJ. 
be readily removed, and others fastened to the! STONlCSIFER, York, Pa. 'l'he cooker comprises 
front of the counters, where the weight of I a casing divided into an upper steaming com
persons sitting on them exerts a certain strain I partment and a lower baking compartment. 
on the counter sufficient sometimes to tilt the I Doors give ready accesS to the compartments, 
counter. He provides a revolving stool which The bottom of the baking compartment is 
can be adjusted as' to height, easily removed" raised above the caSing bottom, affording 
adjusted to pOSition for use or up against the : boiler space beneath it for the heating branch 
counter out of the way. I' of the boiler and bottom plate of the casing, 

GATEJ.-W. M. WATSON, Brantford, Ontario, which forms, with the bottom of the baking 
Canada. The gate may be operated in a vc- compartmen t, the boiler chamber at the casing 
hicle without dismounting and Similarly closed I 

botto� in whiCh . the heat ac?umulate� sur
after the person has driven through. It may I roundIng the heatIng branch or the bOiler. 
be raised to swing over stones or obstructions" I RON-HOLDE[{.-MARIIO AGNlCEJSSIONS, New 
but when closed may rest close to prevent small York, N. Y. In ironing certain materials an 
animals from crawling under. It may open objectionable glossy appearance is given. This 
in either direction, but be automatically pre- I has been overcome by holding the iron in an 
vented from swinging past the closed portion inverted position and drawing the material 
when being shut. back and forth across its face. 'l'he invention 

Hardware. 

BELT-TOOL. - E. EJ. BARNETT, Kremlin, 
Oklahoma Tel'. The improvement is a belt 
tool having means for punching and cu tting 
holes in the ends of a belt such as are gen-

provides a simple device for sustaining the 
iron in an inverted position, leaving the han
dle easily accessible in placing the iron on the 
holder or removing it. 

erally provided to receive the lacing; also em- Machines and Mechanical Devices. 

bodying in its construction a device for draw- CASH-REGIS1'ER.-T. H. HARRIS, Fred-
ing the laCing through these holes in the belt, ericksburg, Va. This apparatus is for use in 
and laCing the ends thereof together. shops, stores, warehouses; etc., for registering 

PUNCHING IMPLEMENT.-,J. W. SPEJNA, sales of goods and the amount paid therefor, 
Wakeeney, Kan. The object of this invention and also for receiving and holding the cash 
among others, is the provision of a strong, or vouchers deposited in payment. It is a 
powerful, hand-operated punch for punching' simple and effective substitute for the ex· 
holes in sheet metal and other materials. 'l'he' pensive cash registers which are in general 
punching or cutting tool is mounted in the use, and has marked advantages over them in 
implement in a manner to at all times re- respect to furnishing a complete record of 
main normal to the work during the punching sales or other transactions. 
operation. MACHINm-ROLLS.-C. F. STEJIBEJR, New 

PLIERS.-G. G. WORSTALL, Toms River, York, N. Y. 'rhis invention relates to machine 
N. J. 'l'he object of the improvement is the 'I rolls, and the object is to produce a machine 
provision of a pair of pliers, more especially, which is espeCially adapted for rolling the 
deSigned for the use of jewelers, and arranged parts of metal stair caseS. In this connec
to permit convenient and quick drawing out, tion, the invention is most useful in forming 
and shaping of the claws on new or old set- I stringers, risers, and similar parts having 
tings of the Tiffany, skeleton, or other type. flanges which project in opposite directions. 

CONCRETE-MEASURING MACHINE. - A. 
Heating and Lighting. F. NIMS, Philadelphia, Pa. One purpose of 

GAS AND AIR BU[{NER.-D. COOLEY, Ga- the inv('ntor is to provide a machine for 
lena, Kan. 1'his burner is designed for use in measuring concrete or ('or1('J'pte mixtures, or 
heaters, furnaces, and the like arranged to I 

the. like, and for delivering the measured ma 
cause a thorough mixing of the gas and air terral to any desired receiver; which machine 
previous to ignition of the mixture with a view is portable and low, en".bling material to be 
to insure a complete combustion of the mixture, I easily shoveled i?to it or d�mped therein from 
the arrangement also permitting independent wheel-barrows WIth the aSSIstance of low plat
regula tion of the supply of gas and air ac· forms. 
cording to the richness of the gas. CONCRETE-MIXING MACHINE. - A. F. 

NIMS, Philadelphia, Pa. Of the several pur-
HonsehoJd Utilities. poses of this improvement, one is to provide a 

W ASHBOARD.-S. B. COOK, Laurel, Miss. machine which will thoroughly mix material 
Mr. Cook's invention is in that class of boards in a very short time and one In which the 
whose scrubbing surface is formed of a series material may be permitted to remain in the 
of rectangular bars arranged tl'anNY"rsely and machine for any desired length of time, or be 
held detachably in the side bars of the frame. released at intervals, or at any [lroper time. 
One of the washboards of this invention is W A VID-MOTOR.-J. W. NEJAL, Kelia, Tel'. of 
equivalent to four of the ordinary kind. A Hawaii. This invention relates to wave motol's 
new set of bars can be supplied at trifling cost particularly adapted for use in deep seas, tIl( 
when the four corners of the scrub bars are object being to provide a deep sea motor so 
worn off, rendering the board practically new. constructed as to respond readily to the move-

SAD-IRON.-J. E. AUSTIN, Binghamton, ments of the water, such as waves and swells 
N. Y. This iron is heated by burning gas, and coming from every pOSSible direction, and hy 
the deSign is to provide an iron which is sim- meanS of which ail' is compressed and con
pIe and arranged to insure a uniform heating ducted to machinery on shore as a motive 
with a mimi mum consumption of gas and to agent. 
produce a complete combustion of the gas, to MECHAN ISM FO[{ 
render the use of the iron very economical and CLES o\"I·;n LAND 
practically odorless. I HILDEBRAND. Olympia, 

P[{OPELLING VI�Il[
AND w.\-rrm.-.T. A. 
Wash. The invention 
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i pertains to certain improvements in mechan- stopping trains automatically when they ap- I corner should be preferred. 5. How do you NEW BOOKS, ETC. 

ism adapted to be applied to boats, vehicles, proach each other within certain limits, and find the horse-power of a common steam en
and the like, whereby they may be propelled also for stopping them if desired when they gine? A. To find horse-power of a steam THE STONE IMPLEMENTS OF SOUTH AFRICA, 

By J. P. Johnson. 258 illustrations. 
New York: Longmans, Green & Co. 
8vo.; cloth. Price, $2.50. 

with equal facility over the surface of land or approach a station. engine, multiply the mean effective pressure 
water. The intervention of streams or lakes in pounds per square inch by the length of 
would in no way impede the progress of a stroke In feet and by the area of the pIston in 
traveler were his vehicle equipped with this Pertaining to Recreation. square Inches, and by the number of sIngle There is much work to be done in investi-
device. GAME APPARATUS'.-L. J. CASTONGUAY, strokes per minute. If the piston passes gating the prehistoric races of South Africa, 

CONTRACTIBLE MOLD.-G. GEORGENSON Thompsonville, Conn. The object in view is through one end of the cylinder head, subtract and in fixing them in their proper places as 
and J. E. HENNEN, Fond du Lac, Wis. This to provide in this invention a game apparatus, one-half of the area of the pIston rod from the regards their advancement. Mr. Johnson has 
flexible mold is for use in the construction of more especially designed for playing parior area of the piston; but if it goes through both collected some interesting material, but it is 

arches, culverts, sewers, or the like in which base ball, and arranged to require considerable ends of the cylinder head, subtract the whole I to be hOPBd that he will find opportunity to 
a temporary support is required for the cement, skill on the part of the players to successfully area of the rod fro m  the area of the piston. investiil"dte more thoroughly the ground that 
brick, or stone employed in the construction. play the game, and to afford amusement for Divide the product of these numbers by he has broken. However, his reasoning is 
In carrying out the invention what may be the players as well as the onlookers. 33,000. quite in pecordance with the facts, and places 
termed a "cylinder" is employed, the same be- (10522) E. B. S. says: To render !i�iCl�n

t�ey 
b�

,
���:

g. 
doubt in the periods to 

ing formed of sheet metal and provided in-
Pertaining to Vehicles. theaters safe from fire, a policeman should be 

teriorly with means for expanding and con- WHEEL-HUB.-F. F. U c c G 1l on the stage near the curtain, having in his A POCKET-BOOK OF MECHANICAL ENGINEER-
tracting it. N KR

.
I H, . a on, hands or close by one hose containing water ING. Tables, Data, Formulas, Theory, 

AIR SI"IP J S N Y k Ohio. In the present patent the mventron has I d d th h 'th b I and Examples for Engl'neers and - "' . - . HUKWECH, ew or , reference to an improvement in wheel hubs, ll�. er pressure an ano el' ?se WI car on c-
N. Y. The ship has a main deck mounted on and it has for its object the provision of a �Ud

l 
g

t
a
l

s und
d
er

f
Pressure. EIther one can be �tudellts. By Charles M. Sames. 

a supporting means for sustaining the weight metallic shell and the means for securing the illS an y use I necessary. A sCi
.
entifi.c book evised and enlarged. Published by 

?f t�e �hip when .on the �round and r.nain:ain. shell in a lilwd position upon the hub in a says on: quart of water resolved mto Its ele- the author at 542 Bramhall Avenue, 
m� It m an

. 
uprrght pOSItIOn when m f1lg�t. most cfficil'nt manner. ments gIves 1,200 qua�ts of hydrogen and 600 Jersey City, N. J. 195 pages, 41 fig-

Wmgs are pIvoted at each side of the ShIP" quarts of oxygen. Is It conect? If not, how ures; flexible leather. Price, $2. 
connected with suitable means for oscillating VEHICLE RUNNING-GEAIt.-I'. rtWI!ARD' much gas will result of each kind: A. With The- author has increased the scope of hi� 
them, and propellers are jonrnaled at each SON, Kennebago Lake, Maine. Withstanding reference to the suggc,stion you make that a Jir"t edition, adding much valuable matter, 
side of the bow of the ship and act to direct the shock of very rough roads and avoiding policeman should be in a theater to guard without adding materially to the bulk of the 
a current of air under each of the wings in its transmission to the occupants, in this against fire, we would say that in all New York hook. As a pocket reference book it cannot 
driving the ship forward, which currents tend case, is accomplished by providing for the theaters liremen are on duty all the time when be too hIghly recommended. The field covered 
to force the wings upwardly. yielding in all directions of an upper frame an audience is in the building, ready to turn is extensive and closely covered, yet there are 

LAWN-CLEANER.-C. H. MOSHER, Salis- on which the body of the vehicle is mounted, on ihe waler and use the appliances for ex· no unnecessary facts to hinder the practical 
bury Mills, N. Y. The object of this inven- as by a system of springs comprising upright tinguishing a fire. A fireproof curtain would worker. 
tion is to produce a machine which is of sim- springs for yieldingly maintaining the weight be dropped in an instant, and a rope cut, THE COAST MANUAL OF LETTERING AND 
pie construction and which can be readily of the body and the occupants and diagonally- which would open large scuttles ahove the DESIGNS. Los Angeles, CaL'. The 
moved across a lawn in the manner of a lawn- extending longitudinal and transverse springs I "tage, so thai any smoke upon t he stage would Coast Manual Publishing Company. 
mower, operating at the same time to pick up for admitting of a yielding end and side move- be drawn up as by a chimney into the open Q t I th 106 P '  $ ment of the body, respectively. air, and no fire or smoke would or could be 

uar 0; c o ; pages. nee, 5. 
any articles which may pass under it and N th t d ., 

TRACTION-ENGIN.E STEERING-GEAR. - drawn uut into the house where the audience ow a a vertlsmg is accepted without 
which may be operated by horse or motor 

I'S seated. 'The statement I'S correct that two hesitation as a vital part of commercial rou·" 
power. R RICHARDSON, Yates Center, Kan. 'l'he gear 

is designed particularly for use in connectIOn quarts of water con tam 1,200 quarts of hy- tine, a book of letterings and deSigns, selected 
FABRIC-TES'l'ER.-R. C. HARRIS, Roselle, d d 600 t f h th especially for their value to the "display art-

N. J. The invention relates to improvements with traction engines, but applicable in other rogen an quar s 0 oxygen, w en e i�t·, will find the readiest appreciation Th 
in devices particularly designed for testing the ways. It may be applied to automobiles and barometer is at 30 inches and the thermometer. ' db k r h "' . e 

all motor vehicles with equal ease, the shaft 'I is at the freezing point, or 32 deg. Fahr. Un.; M
han

h :;o �Ub IS ed by Fred Knopf and J. M. 
Btrength of paper, the obJect being to provide ' a alley IS full of �ucce�sful combinations 
an instrument of this character that will be of being either the crankshaft of the engine or I less the pressure and te�perature are stated" th '11 b f ' "  some continuously rotatmg shaft driven from I any statement of quantity of the gases IS: at w� e ound most �ervlceable

. 
m theIr 

comparatively small and compact form, so that the engine. meaningless. I
I promptmgs to the

. 
experIenced deSIgner as 

it may be carried in a person's pocket and well as to the novIce. 
operated by hand pressure. DlJSTCOLLEC'l'OIt r,'OR WHEELED VE- (0523) L. A. C. asks: Why does not, 

Prime Movers and Their Accessories. 

VALVE.-A. SIMPSON, New York, N. Y. In 
this instance the invention relates to valves 
such as used in pipe systems. The valve is 
int2nded to be used for water, steam, gas or 
011101" fluids. The object is to produce a valve 
of simple construction whi(-h will be well 
adapted to maintain heavy pressures and 
which will reduce tendency to leakage. 

AUTOMATIC S'l'gAM-TRAP.�"-W. AUSTIN, 

Scranton, Pa. The aim of this inventor is to 
produce a device which may constitute an 
accessory for a steam pipe system, and which 
will operate to collect the water of condensa
tion, and expel the same automatically and 
periodically without allowing any escape of 
steam 

Raihvays and Their Accessories. 

CAR-WHEEL.-R. P. WILLIAMS, Santa Bar-
bara, Cal. The invention consists of a cast 
metal wheel having the flange thereof so formed 
that in case it becomes broken the broken part 
will not become dissevered but will present a 
ragged edge extending outward at an angle to 
the normal plane of the wheel, whereby an air 
valve of the brake system may be operated. 
'l'he valve is so constructed that should the 
car wheel become broken the brakes will op-
erate to immediately stop the train. 

AIR-BRAKE ATTACHMENT.-R. P. WIL-

LIAMS, Santa Barbara, Cal. This invention re
lates to improvements in air brakes for rail
way cars, and more particularly to means for 
automatically operating the brake in case that 
the truck of any one of the cars becomes de
railed. '1'he object is �to provide means whereby 
any variation in the plane of the car track in 
respect to the car body will aut omatically 
open a valve of the air brake system and cause 
the instant application of the air brakes 
throughout the train. 

ILULWAY-SWI'l'Cll ;VIECI L'\.NISM.��O. A. 
KltUG, CinCinnati, Ohio. In this patent the 
invention has reference to improvements in 
railway switch mechanism, the object being 
the provision of a simple means whereby an 
open switch may be automatically closed by an 
approaching train in either direction, thns 
preventing possible accident. 

HICLES.-J. M. WEAVER, New Oxford, Pa. a submarine boat sink all the way to the llot- MODERN kMERI?AN. MACHINE TOOLS. By 

The invention relates particularly to improve- tom of the ocean? I understand the method C. H. BenJamin. New York: �. P. 

ments in attachments for automobiles or simi- used in plunging submarines is to admit water Dut!on & CO. 8vo.; clo�h; 134 III US· 
lar vehicles for receiving dust riSing from the into tanks, so as to gin; the boat more weight, trat�ons, 320

. 
page�. Price, $5. 

vehicle wheels and dis"harging the same in a weight enough to cause the boat to sink only The object of thIS treatIse is to show to the 
wet or condensed condition, thus ohviating the 50 or 60 feet. It sinks at the surface. Why b uyer and user the prominent characteristics 
annoyance from the spread of dust incident to docs it not sink to the bottom? Would a of modern machine tools as now manufactured 
such vehicles as ordinarily equipped. 

I 
hollow steel ball weighing 65 pounds and hav- in . the Unite? States, the various points in 

. t '  ing a dIsplacement of one cubic foot (when whIch they dIffer, and some recent data as to 
NOTE -CopIes of any of these pa ents WIll th . ·t d f : under a pressure of 4 600 pounds per square elr capacI y an per ormance. 

be furmshed by Munn & Co. for ten cents
. 

each. 
inch) sink to the botto� of the ocean where a '1'0 the buyer in Great Britain or on the 

Please state the name of the patentee, btle of ' Continent this work should be a help as ·t 
th ' t' d d t  f th' p I' cubic foot of water weighs 66,56 pounds ' , I 

e mven lOn, an a e 0 IS pa e . 
(27,366 feet below surface)? I should say brings together in one volume facts from a 

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Names and Address must accompany all letters or 

no attention will be paid thereto. This is for 
our information and not for publication. 

References to former articles or answers should give 
date of paper and page or number of question. 

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should be 
repeated; correspondents will beap in mind that 
some answers require not a little research, and, 
though we endeavor to reply to all either by 
letter or in this department, each must take 
his turn. 

Buyers wishing to purchase any article not adver
tised in our columns will be furnished with 
addresses of houses manufacturing 0 r carrying 
the same. 

SpeCial Written Information on matters of personal 
rather than general interest cannot be expected 
without remuneration. 

Scientific American Supplements referred to may be 
had at the office. Price 10 cents each. 

Books referrp-d to promptly supplied on receipt of price. 
Minerals sent for examination should be distinctl! 

marked or labeled. 

that such a ball would sink to a depth of variety of Sources and fnrnishes information 
apl)wximately 10,300 feet and there remain whieh might otherwise need to be sought at 
suspended. Am r right or wrong? What is much expenditure of time and trouble. 
the principle involved in the toy known to While the present work is in no sense an 
schoolboys as "the devil in the bottle"? This advertising medium, it il1ustrates as large a 
toy is a bottle filled with water, in which is variety of machines and of makes as the space 
contained a small hollow image, which image allows, giving the reader as comprehensive a 
can be made to sink or fioat in the water, or view as possible, and in all cases allowing an 
even to remain suspended half way between uninfluenced opinion to be formed. 
the surface of the liquid and the bottom, by ALTERNATING "CUBRENTS. A Text-Book man!pnla! ing a diaphragm closing over the for Students of Engineering. By C, neck of the bottle. A recent controversy leads G. Lamb. New York: Longmans, Green me to these questions. A. The submarine & Co. London: Edward Arnold: and the "devil in a bottle" are instances of 8vo.; cloth; 325 pages, illustrated. the application of Archimedes's prinCiple. The Price $3. 
litlIe imp in the bottle is known in science M t

' 
t" t . . t by the name "Cartesian diver." Archimedes ,any rea lses on ?lS subJec have been 

stated the principle that a body immersed in a wrrtten, but Mr. Lam� s work fills
. 
the need 

liquid loses as much weight as the weight of �or a text-book for begmners that ':Ithout be
tile liquid it displaces. If the liquid displaced I m� (0.

0 cumbersom<; COVet'" the subject of al
weighs less than the body, the body sinks; if tematmg currents m all ItS

. 
aspects. 

it weighs more than the body, the body rises The treatment of the questIOn IS based large
and fioats partly out of the liquid' if it weighs ly on the use of vectors, supplemented by 

the same as the body, the body �either sinks simple �nalytical methods when it is desired 
nor rises, but remains just where the weight to obtam numerical results. The symbolic 
of the displaced liquid is exactly equal to the treat men t does not appeal to students, and has 
weight of the body. The CarleHian diver has a for that reason not been used, Also no at-
little opening into the lower part of its body. tempt has been made to distinguish in the 

(0521) O. J. S. says: 1. Which When pressure is put upon the air in the tor> 
formulre whether absolute or practical units 

telephone lines do you consider to give the best of the bottle, that pressure is transmitted are employed, since the unwieldy results are 
service in rural tlisjJ'ktK���gl'()\IIJ(1 or ml'j"Hllk', through the water in the bottle to the air in perplexing to beginners. 
Can you advise me a good book on practical the imp, and compresses the ail' so that water SPACE AND GEOMETRY IN THE LIGHT OF 
ground line telephony'! A. A metallic circuit flows into the imp and makes it heavier. It PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND 
is best for all telephone lines, but the cost is then sinks. By relaxing the pressUl'e, the imp PHYSICAL INQUIRY. By Dr. Ernst 
so much greater that th,' grounded circuit is may be stopped at some point and kept there. Mach. From the German by Thomas 
usually employed upon rural circuits. Long- If the pressure is however maintained as at J. McCormack. Chicago: The Open 
distance lines are always metallic. The best first, the imp sinks to the bottom without stop- Court Publishing Co. London: Kegan 
book upon the telephone is Miller's "American ping, sinee tl", waifi' has the same density in Paul, Trench, Trlibner & Co., Ltd. 
TelepiIone l'ra(·ticp." which we send for $4. all parts of the LlOttle� The submarine is in- 12mo.; cloth; 148 pages, Price, $1. 
2" How do you find the distance between the tended to a et upon exactly the same principle II The three essays which form the present 
earth and the sun'! Give me a simple formula in the same manner" They usually do so, but volume were written fOl' the Monist some four 

A. NEWBLL, Guadalajara, Mexico. The improve· for calculating that distance. A. It Is a long once in a while onp continues to the bottom, years ago. Last year they were in great part 
ments are in ties for railways and rail fas- story to tell how the distance of the sun from with disastrous results to all on board. The incorporated in their original German in Prof" 
tenings, and the object of the inventor is to till' earth is found. . Consnlt any college as- steel ball, which you suppose, . would do e�- I Mach's latest publIshed work, "El'kenntniss 
provide a metal tie that wiil be comparatively tronomy in the University library. The dis- �ctlY the same as YOLl state, If It eould retar

.
n lund Irrthum; Skizzen zur Psychologie del' l�or· 

light, yet strong and serviceable, and further tance is computed from the parallax of the ItS volume unChanged, and dIsplace a cubIC schung," In them Prof. Mach discusses the 
to provide a fastener that may be readily sun. 3. If the radius of a certain pulley is foot o f  water at a depth such that its weight questions of the nature, origin, and develop
adjusted to the rail and normally hold the 4 inches and of another is 12 inches, and the were exactly the same as that cubic foot of ment of our concepts of space from the three 
same from any lateral movement with relation distance between their centers is 6 feet, how water. But this is not possibie. Under the points of view of the physiology and psychology 
to the tie. would you calculate the length of a belt run· pressure of the water as if sinks the steel will of the senses, of history, and of phYSics, in all 

STANDARD FOR LOGGING-CARS.-C. H
. ning around these two pulleys'/ A. The length be' enmpl'essPfl more than the water, as we of which departments his profound researches 

ILHLW.'\Y"'l'lJ<J AND IUIL-I''.\STmNING. -

of the belt you desire will be given with suf- showed, even if it were solid, and when it have gained for him a most exalted position. ALLEN, Aycock, Fla. 'l'he design in this case licient exactness by adding to 12 f('et one-half reached the liH'ol'elical deptb its volume would is to provide a standard which is to be ar- the circumference of each of the pulleys. 4. be less than a cubic foot and it would sink 
ranged on the ends of the transverse bolsters Where, for good ventilation, should a ventila- still farther, and be compressed still more till 
of the car to prevent the logs from rolling off tor be situated-near the top or II", bottom of it reached the bottom. There is no place 
when in transit, but which is capable of ad- a wall? Is it better to have two ventilators such as you suppose. There is still another justment to permit the easy loading or un- one in one corner and another diagonally jmp""siililiiy� A steel ball whose volume is 
loading of the log. across? A. There ar,' all sorts of opinions one cubic foot and whose weight is t):l pounds 

BLOCK-SIGNAL SYSTElM.-.J. VAN ZAND- upon th(' location of vent ilators" The usual must be mad .. of steel plate about a third of 
WEGHE and L. VIBERTI, Rosario De Sante F'". practice is to place them !loth at the top and an inch thick. This "would be in worse shape 
Argentina. In this patent the invention refers bottom of the room, so that eit lel' rC!,;ister may than lil(' 111'Overllial "cocked hat" long before 
to block signal systems, the more particular be opened. We do not think one vcntila tOl' In 'I it reached a depth of 10,000 feet, by the pres
objects !;!eing to provide efficient means for one corner and another in a diagonally opposite sure of the water. 

SMALL ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRU' 
MENTS. How to Make and Use Them. 
By Percival Marshall. New York: 
Spon & Chamberlain. 12mo.; pf'"l't'r 
covers, 90 pages, illustrated. Price, 25 
cents. 

A c1early·written and freely-illustrated hand
book for the experimenter and invQstigator. 
By its use many instruments of equal efficiency 
to those sold by the regular makers can be 
made at very low cost. 
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